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This thesis takes the manufacturing enterprise A company as the object, mainly 
around the fusion process of internal logistics information system of A company, and 
Lean Six Sigma management mode research. Firstly, the background and significance 
of this study are described, and summarizes the domestic and foreign related Lean Six 
Sigma Application Research; then according to lean production management theory 
and six sigma management theory were launched overview, and discusses the 
connotation of the combination of the two Lean Six Sigma; the status on the basis of 
the analysis of A company internal logistics information system, points out the 
existing problems; further analysis of the feasibility of the application of Lean Six 
Sigma management mode in the internal logistics information system in A company, 
determine the application principle and basic objectives; then according to the basic 
steps of Lean Six Sigma DMAIC respectively carried out; finally the internal logistics 
information system in A company application of Lean Six Sigma effect evaluation. 
The research results show that the no cohesion system between internal logistics 
information system of A company, the lack of business process driven, unable to 
realize the integration between the system and many other issues, through the 
application of Lean Six Sigma, can not only realize the integration of internal logistics 
information system of A company, but also can greatly reduce the A company in the 
transfer process of logistics information the time waste, improve production efficiency. 
This study to further eliminate aspects of internal logistics management of A company 
redundancy and waste, has a positive and practical significance to improve the 
management level of the company. 
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